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 ABSTRACT  Trading off social network accounts has turned into a profitable strategy for cyber criminals. By 
capturing control of a famous media or business account, attackers can distribute their malicious messages or scatter 
counterfeit information to an expansive client base. The effects of these episodes extend from a discolored reputation to 
multi-billion dollar monetary misfortunes on budgetary markets. In our past work, we demonstrated how we can 
recognize huge scale bargains (i.e., supposed crusades) of general online social network clients. In this work, we 
demonstrate how we can utilize comparative techniques to distinguish bargains of individual high-profile accounts. 
High-profile accounts habitually have one trademark that makes this detection solid – they indicate consistent behavior 
after some time. We demonstrate that our framework, were it sent, would have possessed the capacity to recognize and 
counteract three real-world attacks against mainstream organizations and news offices.  
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1. Introduction 
Online social networks, for example, Facebook and Twitter, have turned out to be one of the primary media 
to keep in contact with whatever remains of the world. Famous people utilize them to speak with their fan 
base, corporations exploit them to advance their brands and have an immediate connection to their clients, 
while news organizations use social networks to distribute breaking news. Customary clients make 
unavoidable utilization of social networks as well, to keep in contact with their companions or associates 
and offer content that they find intriguing.  
After some time, social network clients construct trust relationships with the accounts they take after. This 
trust can produce for an assortment of reasons. For instance, the client may know the proprietor of the 
confided in account in person or the account may be worked by a substance commonly considered as 
trustworthy, for example, a prominent news office. Unfortunately, should the control over an account fall 
into the hands of a cyber criminal, he can without much of a stretch adventure this trust to assist his own 
particular malicious motivation. Past research demonstrated that utilizing traded off accounts to spread 
malicious content is worthwhile to cyber criminals, since social network clients are more liable to respond 
to messages originating from accounts they trust [1].  
These favorable probabilities of progress exceedingly pull in the attention of cyber criminals. Once an 
assailant bargains a social network account he can utilize it for detestable pur-stances, for example, sending 
spam messages or connection to malware and phishing sites [2]. Such traditional attacks are best brought 
out through a substantial population of bargained accounts belonging to consistent social network account 
clients. Ongoing episodes, in any case, demonstrate that attackers can cause devastation and impedance 
even by bargaining individual, however high-profile accounts. These accounts (e.g., daily paper or well 
known brand name accounts) have vast social circles (i.e., adherents) and their prominence recommends 
trustworthiness to numerous social network clients. Ongoing attacks demonstrate that bargaining these 
high profile accounts can be utilized to scatter counterfeit news alarms, or messages that stain an 
organization's reputation [3], [4], [5], [6].  
Moreover, the impacts of an account trade off can expand well beyond the reputation of an organization. For 
instance, the dissemination of an erroneous Associated Press (AP) news story about a bomb detonating in 
the White House in 2013 prompted a 1% drop in the Standard and Poor's 500 record, temporarily wiping 
out US$ 136B [7]. Bargains of high profile accounts generally get tidied up rapidly after they are 
distinguished. Unfortunately, since detection is still only a manual endeavor, this is often past the point 
where it is possible to moderate the negative effects of account bargains. For instance, the previously 
mentioned AP message was shared by more than 3,000 clients before the trade off was identified and the 
offending message expelled. Also, a message sent as a consequence of a trade off of the Skype Twitter 
account occurring amid a national occasion stayed open for over multi day [6]. These occurrences 
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demonstrate that it is basic for a social network to have the capacity to dependably recognize and square 
messages that have not been authored by an account's honest to goodness proprietor.  
An abundance of research was proposed in the most recent years to recognize malicious movement on 
online social networks. A large portion of these frameworks, nonetheless, center around distinguishing 
counterfeit accounts particularly made to spread malicious content, rather than searching for real accounts 
that have been endangered [8], [9], [10]. These frameworks are lacking to identify traded off accounts, on 
the grounds that honest to goodness, yet bargained accounts have altogether unexpected qualities in 
comparison to counterfeit ones. Other mitigation techniques have a more broad extension, and either 
identify malicious accounts by gathering together comparative messages [11], [12] or by taking a gander at 
the nearness of suspicious URLs in social network messages [13], [14]. These frameworks can recognize 
messages that are sent by bargained social network accounts, on the off chance that cybercriminals utilize 
various accounts to send comparable messages, or the messages are utilized to publicize website pages 
indicating malware or phishing. On account of the high-profile bargains mentioned before, however, neither 
of these conditions apply: the bargains each consisted of a solitary message, and no URLs were contained in 
any of the messages. Therefore, already proposed frameworks are lacking to distinguish this kind of 
bargains.  
In this paper we introduce COMPA, the main detection framework intended to recognize traded off social 
network accounts. COMPA depends on a basic observation: social network clients create propensities after 
some time, and these propensities are genuinely steady. A commonplace social network client, for instance, 
may consistently check her posts in the morning from her phone, and amid the meal break from her work 
station. Furthermore, interaction will probably be constrained to a direct number of social network contacts 
(i.e., companions). Conversely, if the account falls under the control of a foe, the messages that the assailant 
sends will probably demonstrate inconsistencies contrasted with the run of the mill behavior of the client.  
To assess COMPA, we connected it to four Twitter bargains that influenced high profile accounts in the 
course of the most recent three years. We demonstrate that our framework would have possessed the 
capacity to distinguish those malicious messages before they were posted, dodging the phony information to 
spread. We likewise demonstrate a contextual investigation of a trade off that was faked by the Chipotle 
Twitter account for promotional reasons; for this situation COMPA correctly recognized that the claimed 
malicious messages did not go astray from the consistent behavior of the account. At last, we likewise 
connected COMPA to two datasets from Twitter and Facebook, searching for substantial scale bargains. The 
Twitter dataset consists of 1.4 billion messages we gathered from May 13, 2011 to August 12, 2011, while 
the Facebook dataset contains 106 million messages running from September 2007 to July 2009 gathered 
from a few huge geographic networks. Our outcomes demonstrate that COMPA is successful in recognizing 
com-guaranteed accounts with not very many false positives. Specifically, we distinguished 383,613 traded 
off accounts on Twitter, and 11,087 bargained accounts on Facebook. 
2. Background: Social Network Compromises 
In the accompanying, we show four contextual investigations where high-profile Twitter accounts were 
imperiled. We will utilize these contextual investigations to both show how basic a social network trade off 
can be for an organization, and additionally how our framework could be utilized to recognize and at last 
avert such attacks.  
Related Press. On April 23rd 2013, the Twitter account of the Associated Press (@AP) was imperiled [4]. The 
account was abused to distribute false information about president Obama being harmed by an explosion in 
the White House. This message had an intriguing symptom: seconds in the wake of being posted, it was 
utilized as a flag of negative occasions via computerized exchanging bots on the New York stock trade. This 
flag prompt a distinguishable drop in the market list which recouped after the information was confirmed to 
be false [7]. This episode demonstrates how a social network trade off can effectively affect the real world.  
FoxNews Politics. On July fourth 2011, the Twitter account of Fox News' legislative issues 
(@foxnewspolitics) division got compromised [3]. The attackers utilized this opportunity to distribute the 
information that president Obama got killed.  
Skype. On new year's day 2014, the Twitter account of the Skype Voip benefit was imperiled. The aggressor 
utilized his entrance to debilitate the utilization of Mircrosoft's email items for the dread of revealing 
information to government offices. We would expect that a perceptive honest to goodness proprietor of the 
account would recognize such a malicious message amid their normal movement. Be that as it may, probably 
on account of the Christmas season, it took more than two hours before the offending message was 
evacuated by the honest to goodness proprietors of the Skype account.  
Yahoo! News. More as of late, in August 2014, Yahoo's! news account (@YahooNews) additionally got traded 
off and used to spread false information with respect to an Ebola episode in Atlanta, GA.  
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To keep social network accounts from being endangered, we propose to take in the run of the mill behavior 
of a client, and banner a message as a conceivable trade off on the off chance that it doesn't coordinate the 
educated behavior. In the accompanying section, we depict in detail the behavioral profile that we use as a 
feature of our framework. In Section 7.4 we give points of interest on the oddities created by the four 
depicted high-profile occurrences, which enabled COMPA to identify them. 
3. Training the Classifier 
As discussed in Section 4, COMPA uses a weighted sum of feature values to determine whether a new 
message violates the behavioral profile of its social network account. Naturally,this bears the question how 
to determine optimal feature weights to calculate the weighted sum itself. To determine  the feature weights 
in COMPA, we applied Weka’s SMO [21] to a labeled training dataset for both Twitter and Facebook. A 
detailed discussion how we prepared the training datasets can be found in our previous work [15].  
While on Facebook, at the time of our experiment, we could easily infer a user location from her geographic 
networks, Twitter does not provide such a convenient proximity feature. Therefore, we omitted this feature 
from theevaluation on Twitter.  
On Facebook, based on a  labeled  training  dataset  of  279 messages (181 legitimate, 122 malicious), 
theweightswere: Source (2.2), Domain (1.1), Personal Interaction(0.13), Proximity (0.08), and Hour of Day 
(0.06). Weka determined that the Language feature has no effect on the classification. Moreover, as discussed 
earlier, assessing the message topic  of an unstructured message is a complicated natural language 
processing problem. Therefore, we omitted this feature from the evaluation on the Facebookdataset. 
4. Behavioral Profile Stability 
Recognizing deviations in account behavior is disentangled if the commonly happening behavior takes after 
for the most part standard examples. Therefore, in this section we ask (and reply) the question of whether 
there is a class of social network accounts that are especially agreeable to such an examination. Ostensibly, a 
social network methodology is a pivotal part for people in general relation branch of most contemporary 
organizations. Naturally, we would expect a very much oversaw organization account to demonstrate a more 
steady behavior after some time than accounts worked by general clients. To survey whether this intuition is 
substantial we conducted a test and assessed the message surges of prevalent organizations for behavioral 
profile violations. As positive case of social network bargains, we considered the four high-profile 
occurrences portrayed beforehand. As a pattern comparison we likewise assessed the message surges of 
randomly picked social network accounts. 
PopularAccounts 
To survey whether the behavioral profiles of well known accounts are without a doubt for the most part stable after 
some time we performed the accompanying test. Alexa [22] is an administration that positions prominent sites. We 
accept that most well known sites are worked by prevalent businesses. In this way we distinguish the Twitter accounts 
that correspond to the main 5 sections in every one of 16 categories positioned by Alexa (e.g., expressions, news, 
science, and so on.). Additionally, we include the Twitter accounts that correspond to the main 50 passages of Alexa's 
best 500 worldwide locales. While a more comprehensive rundown would be useful, distinguishing a social network 
account that corresponds to a site is a manual procedure and subsequently does not scale well. Table 1 exhibits the 
rundown of the subsequent 78 Twitter accounts after evacuation of copy sections cross recorded in different categories.  
For each account in this rundown COMPA at that point manufactured the be-havioral profile and thought about the 
latest 100 messages against the separated profile. With respect to any detection framework, COMPA needs to make 
tradeoffs between false positives and false negatives. To tune our framework, we utilized as ground truth the 4 high-
profile occurrences depicted in Section 2. We configured COMPA to distinguish such attacks. We at that point examined 
the false positive rate that COMPA produces by utilizing this limit. Note that since these occurrences are the only ones 
that have been reported for the included accounts, this investigation brought about no false negatives.  
 

Table 1 additionally demonstrates what number of these 100 messages disregarded their behavioral profile. The 
outcomes demonstrate that the majority of mainstream accounts have little changeability in their behavior. As should 
be obvious, the majority of the high profile accounts that we assessed have an exceptionally consistent behavior. 

# Twitter Account Violations (%) # Twitter Account Violations (%) 
1 163 0% 40 derspiegel 2% 
2 alibabatalk 0% 41 espn 2% 
3 ap 0% 42 imgur 2% 
4 bloombergnews 0% 43 msnbc 2% 
5 bostonglobe 0% 44 tripadvisor 2% 
6 bw 0% 45 twitch 2% 
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7 ebay 0% 46 xe 2% 
8 ehow 0% 47 yahoosports 2% 
9 engadget 0% 48 walmart 2% 
10 expedia 0% 49 bing 3% 
11 forbes 0% 50 nfl 3% 
12 foxnews 0% 51 reverso 3% 
13 foxnewspolitics 0% 52 blizzardcs 4% 
14 gsmarena com 0% 53 google 4% 
15 huffingtonpost 0% 54 linkedin 4% 
16 imdb 0% 55 yahoofinance 4% 
17 latimes 0% 56 cnn 5% 
18 lemondefr 0% 57 timeanddate 5% 
19 msn 0% 58 yandexcom 5% 
20 nbcnews 0% 59 urbandictionary 5% 
21 nytimes 0% 60 netflix 6% 
22 pchgames 0% 61 weebly 6% 
23 reuters 0% 62 stumbleupon 7% 
24 skype 0% 63 yahooanswers 7% 
25 stackfeed 0% 64 reddit 9% 
26 steam games 0% 65 yelp 9% 
27 washingtonpost 0% 66 instagram 10% 
28 yahoo 0% 67 youtube 10% 
29 9gag 1% 68 nih 12% 
30 amazon 1% 69 ancestry 13% 
31 digg 1% 70 microsoft 13% 
32 el pais 1% 71 paypal 13% 
33 facebook 1% 72 tumblr 15% 
34 ign 1% 73 wikipedia 15% 
35 internetarchive 1% 74 wordpress 28% 
36 pinterest 1% 75 AskDotCom 39% 
37 yahoonews 1% 76 bookingcom 44% 
38 abcnews 2% 77 twitter 46% 
39 bbcnews 2% 78 guardian 47% 

TABLE 1.Behavioral profile violations of news agency and corporate Twitter accounts within most recent 
100 tweets. 
 
Actually, as we will appear in the following section, such accounts demonstrate a considerably more 
consistent behavior than normal social network accounts. In these cases COMPA could secure these accounts 
and still dependably recognize bargains without dreading false positives.  
A handful of high profile accounts, be that as it may, demonstrated an exceptionally factor behavior. In the 
worst case, the behavior of The Guardian's Twitter account was inconsistent to the point that 47 out of 100 
messages would have been hailed by COMPA as malicious. We presume that these accounts are not utilized 
by a solitary person, but rather are overseen by an arrangement of various actors who have diverse 
inclinations as far as Twitter customers and somewhat unique altering styles. Our framework is right now 
not ready to portray accounts with such multiactor behavior designs. In the general instance of a solitary 
client working a given account, in any case, COMPA can dependably identify and square changes of behavior. 
Regular Accounts 
To survey the consistency of behavioral profiles for general accounts, we utilized COMPA to make 64,368 
behavioral profiles for randomly chosen Twitter clients over a time of 44 days. We utilized a similar limit 
chose in Section 5.1 for this investigation. To this end, each moment, COMPA recovered the most recent 
tweet got from the Twitter stream and assembled a behavioral profile for the corresponding account. 2,606 
(or 4%) of these messages damaged their account's behavioral profile. As we would not anticipate that 
random messages will disregard the behavioral profile of the basic account, we consider these 4% the base 
false disclosure rate of COMPA. Unfortunately, a 4% false disclosure rate is exceedingly high for a useful 
organization of a detection framework, for example, COMPA. Therefore, when managing consistent accounts, 
rather than identifying bargains of individual client accounts, COMPA first gatherings accounts by methods 
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for message comparability into substantial scale crusades. COMPA announces individuals from a battle as 
traded off only if a huge fraction of messages inside that crusade damage their particular behavioral profiles.  
Distinguishing Large-scale Social Network Compromises A solitary message that disregards the behavioral 
profile of a client does not really demonstrate that this client is endangered and the message is malicious. 
The message may just mirror a normal difference in behavior. Therefore, before we hail an account as 
bargained, we require that we can locate various comparable messages (inside a particular time interim) 
that additionally disregard the accounts of their individual senders. Thus, we utilize message closeness as a 
second component to recognize malicious messages from fake profile violations. This depends on the 
assumption that attackers expect to spread their malicious messages to a bigger casualty population. In the 
accompanying section, we talk about how our framework bunches together comparative messages and 
surveys their maliciousness. 
5.  DetectingLarge-scaleSocialNetwork Compromises 
GroupingMessages 
To perform this gathering of messages, we can either first gathering comparable messages and then check every single 
bunched message for behavioral profile violations, or we would first be able to break down all messages on the social 
network for profile violations and then group only those that have brought about violations. The last approach offers 
more adaptability for gathering messages, since we only need to look at the small(er) set of messages that were found 
to abuse their client profiles. This would enable us to check if a gathering of suspicious messages was sent by clients that 
are altogether straightforwardly connected in the social diagram, or whether these messages were sent by individuals 
of a specific socioeconomics. Unfortunately, this approach requires to check all messages for profile violations. While 
this is unquestionably attainable for the social networking supplier, our entrance to these destinations is rate-
constrained by and by. Henceforth, we have to take after the principal approach: More decisively, we first gathering 
comparative messages. At that point, we investigate the messages in bunches for profile violations. To bunch messages, 
we utilize the two straightforward similarity measures, talked about in the accompanying sections.  
Content similarity. Messages that contain comparative content can be considered related and assembled together. To 
this end, our first similarity measure utilizes n-gram examination of a message's content to group messages with 
comparative contents. We utilize whole words as the reason for the n-gram investigation. We don't guarantee that our 
two similarity measures speak to the only manners by which messages can be gathered. Notwithstanding, as the 
evaluation in Section 7 appears, the similarity measures we picked perform extremely well by and by. Furthermore, our 
framework can be effectively stretched out with additional similarity measures if fundamental. 
Compromised Account Detection 
Our approach groups together similar messages that are generated in a certain time interval. We call this the 
observation interval. For each group, our system checks all accounts to determine whether each message 
violates the corresponding account’s behavioral profile. Based on this analysis, our approach has to make a 
final decision about whether an account is compromised or not. 
Suspicious Groups 
Agroupofsimilarmessagesiscalleda suspiciousgroupifthefractionofmessagesthatviolatestheir 
respectiveaccounts’behavioralprofilesexceedsathreshold 
th.Inourimplementation,wedecidedtouseathresholdthat 
isdependentonthesizeofthegroup.Therationalebehindthis 
isthat,forsmallgroups,theremightnotbeenoughevidence of a campaign being carried out unless a high 
number of similarmessagesviolatetheirunderlyingbehavioralprofiles.Thisislessofaconcern 
forlargegroupsthatshareasimilarmessage.Infact,eventhe 
existenceoflargegroupsisalreadysomewhatunusual.This 
canbetakenintoconsiderationbychoosingalowerthreshold value for larger groups. Accordingly, for large 
groups, it shouldbesufficienttoraiseanalertifasmallerpercentageof 
messagesviolatetheirbehavioralprofiles.Thus,thethreshold th is a linear function of the size of the group 
n defined as th(n) = max(0.1, kn +d). 
Based on small-scale experiments, we empiricallydeter- 
minedthattheparametersk=0.005andd=0.82work 
well.Themaxexpressionassuresthatatleasttenpercent 
ofthemessagesinbiggroupsmustviolatetheirbehavioralprofilestogetthegroup’susersflaggedascompro
mised.Our experiments show that these threshold values are robust, as 
smallmodificationsdonotinfluencethequalityoftheresults. 
Whenevertherearemorethanthmessagesinagroup(where 
eachmessageviolatesitsprofile),COMPAdeclaresallusers in the group ascompromised. 

− 
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6.Evaluation 
We actualized our approach in an apparatus, called COMPA and assessed it on Twitter and Facebook; we 
gathered tweets continuously from Twitter, while we ran our Facebook investigates a huge dataset crept in 
2009.  
We demonstrate that our framework is fit for building important social profiles for singular records on the 
two systems. By looking at new messages against these profiles, it is conceivable to distinguish messages 
that speak to a (perhaps vindictive) change in the conduct of the record. By gathering together records that 
contain comparative messages, a large number of which disregard their relating records' conduct profiles, 
COMPA can recognize gatherings of traded off records that are utilized to convey malignant messages on 
these interpersonal organizations. Moreover, COMPA distinguishes account bargains without an ensuing 
gathering step if the fundamental conduct profile is predictable after some time. We constantly ran COMPA 
on a surge of 10% of all open Twitter messages on a solitary PC (Intel Xeon X3450, 16 GB slam). The 
fundamental constraint was the quantity of client courses of events we could ask for from Twitter, because 
of the implemented rate-limits. Hence, we are sure that COMPA can be scaled up to help online interpersonal 
organizations of the measure of Twitter with direct equipment necessities.  
We first detail the dataset we used to play out the assessment of our work. Therefore, we talk about a 
progression of true record bargains against prominent Twitter accounts that COMPA could have avoided, 
and finish up this area with an assessment of expansive scale bargains that COMPA distinguished on the 
Twitter and Facebook interpersonal organizations. 
DataCollection 
Twitter Dataset We got raised access to Twitter's spilling and RESTful API administrations. This enabled us to gather 
around 10% of every open tweet through the gushing API, bringing about approximately 15 million tweets for every 
day all things considered. We gathered this information ceaselessly beginning May 13, 2011 until Aug 12, 2011. 
Altogether, we gathered more than 1.4 billion tweets from Twitter's stream. The stream contains live tweets as they are 
sent to Twitter. We utilized a perception interim of 60 minutes. Note that since the stream contains arbitrarily inspected 
messages, COMPA recovered the conduct profiles for every included client consistently. This was vital, in light of the fact 
that because of the 10% irregular inspecting it was not ensured that we would see a similar client different 
circumstances.  
Detection on Twitter 
The overall results for our Twitter  evaluation are presented  in Table 2. Due to space constraints, we will 
only discuss the detailsforthetextsimilaritymeasurehere.However,wefound considerable overlap in many of 
the groups produced by both similarity measures. More precisely, for over 8,200 groups, the two similarity 
measures (content and URL similarity) produced overlaps of at least eight messages. COMPA found, for 
example, phishing campaigns that use the same URLs and the same text in their malicious messages. 
Therefore, both similarity measures produced overlappinggroups. 
Overall, our system created a total of 7,250,228 behavioral profiles. COMPA identified 966,306 messages 
that violate the behavioral profiles of their corresponding accounts. Finally, 
400,389messagesweredeletedbythetimeoursystemtriedto compare these messages to their respective 
behavioralprofiles (i.e., within anhour). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE 2.Evaluation Results for the Text (Twitter and Facebook) and URL (Twitter) Similarity 
measure. 
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False Positives Using the text similarity measure, COMPA identified 343,229 compromised Twitter 
accounts in 9,362 clusters.Weperformedanexhaustivefalsepositiveanalysisof COMPA in our previous work 
[15]. Due to space limitations, we omit repeating this description here. In summary, 377 of the 9,362 groups 
(4%) that COMPA flagged as containing compromised are labeled as false positives. Note that each 
groupconsistsofmultipletweets,eachfromadifferentTwitter account. Thus, the above mentioned results are 
equivalent to flagging 343,229 user as compromised, where 12,382 (3.6%) are falsepositives. 
One characteristic that directly affects the probability of a false positive detection is the length of the 
message stream that is used to learn the behavioral profile. Intuitively, the longer a user’s messages stream 
is, the more comprehensiveis the resulting behavioral profile. For a detailed discussion and analysis of this 
intuition, we again refer to[15]. 
False Negatives Precisely assessing false negatives in large datasets, such as the ones we are evaluating  
COMPA  on, is    a challenging endeavor. However, we found after extensive sampling (64,000 random 
accounts) that the grouping feature in COMPA  did not cause undue amounts of false negatives.  In our 
previous work we detail our analysis to conclude that COMPA suffers from roughly 4% false negatives in 
detecting compromised accounts of regular Twitterusers. 
Detection on Facebook 
As the Facebook dataset traverses very nearly two years we expanded the perception interim to eight hours 
to cover this long circumstances dish. Moreover, we just assessed the Facebook dataset with the content 
likeness measure to amass comparable messages.  
Our investigations demonstrated that few prevalent applications brought about a substantial number of 
false positives. In this way, we expelled the six most prominent applications, including Mafia Wars from our 
dataset. Note that these six applications brought about gatherings spread over the entire dataset. In this 
manner, we think it is proper for an interpersonal organization executive to white-list applications at a rate 
of approximately three cases for every year.  
Altogether, COMPA produced 206,876 profiles in 48,586 gatherings and hailed 671 gatherings as traded off 
(i.e, 11,499 bargained accounts). All hailed bunches are made by mass applications. 22 honest to goodness 
bunches were inaccurately ordered (i.e., 3.3% false positives) as traded off; they contained 412 (3.6%) 
clients. 
Algorithm: Generate_decision_tree.  
Generate a decision tree from the training tuples of data partition D. 
Input: 
 
 Data partition, D, which is a set of training tuples and their associated class labels; 
 attribute_list, the set of candidate attributes; 
 attribute_selection_method,  a process to determine the splitting criterion that ”best” partitions the 

data tuples into individual classes. This criterion consists of a splitting_attribute and possibly either 
a split point or splitting subset. 

Output: A Decision Tree. 
Method: 
1. Create a node N; 
2. If tuples in D are all of the same class, C then 
3.   return N as a leaf node labeled with the class C; 
4. If attribute_list is empty then 
5.    return N as a leaf node labeled with the majority class in D;// majority voting 
6. Apply attribute_selection_method(D,attribute_list) to find the “best” splitting_criterion: 
7. Label node N with splitting_criterion; 
8. If splitting_attribute is discrete-valued and multiway splits allowed then// not restricted to binary 

trees 
9. Attribute_list ← attribute_list_splitting_attribute;//remove splitting_attribute 
10. For each outcome j of splitting_criterion//partition the tuples and grow subtrees for each partition 

11. Let Dj be the set of data tuples in D satisfying the outcome j;// a partition 

12. If  is empty then 
13.    attach a leaf labeled with the majority class in D to node N; 

14. Else attach the node returned by Generate_decision_tree( , attribute_list) to node N;  
Endfor 

Dj

Dj
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15. Return N; 
7. Limitations 
An attacker who is aware of COMPA has several possibilities to prevent his compromised accounts  from  
beingdetected by COMPA. First, the attacker can post messages that align with the behavioral profiles of the 
compromised accounts.   As described in Section 4, this would require the attacker to invest significant time 
and computational resources to gather the necessary profile information from his victims. Further- more, 
social networks have mechanisms in place that prevent automated crawling, thus slowing down such data 
gathering endeavors. 
In the case of COMPA protecting regular accounts an attacker could send messages that evade our similarity 
mea- sures, and thus, although such messages might violate their compromised accounts’ behavioral 
profiles, they would not get grouped together. To counter such evasion attempts, COMPA can be easily 
extended with additional and more comprehensive similarity measures. For example,  itwould be straight-
forward to create a similarity measure that uses the landing page instead of the URLs contained in the mes- 
sages to find groups of similar messages. Furthermore, more computationally expensive similarity 
measures, such as text shingling or edit distances for text similarity can also be implemented. Other 
similarity measures might leverage the way in which messages propagate along the social graph to evaluate 
messagesimilarity. 
8. Conclusions 
In this paper, we presented COMPA, a system to detect compromised accounts on social networks. COMPA 
uses statistical models to characterize the behavior of social network users, 
andleveragesanomalydetectiontechniquestoidentifysudden changes in their behavior. The results show that 
our approach can reliably detect compromises affecting high- profile social network accounts, and can detect 
compromises of regular accounts, whose behavior is typically more variable, by aggregating together similar 
maliciousmessages. 
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